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A
fter 29 years and 117 incredible issues, our award-winning
and beloved newsletter editor David Prentice has
stepped away from the computer and passed the editorial

responsibilities to me, Allen Denison. He says that “It’s been a
great ride and a heap o’ fun,” but after 29 years, he has other
interests, and it is time to move on.

David has been described as the glue that held the class together,
the mortar that binds the bricks (an analogy which may concern
some of you bricks). For his dedication, service, humor, high
standards and hard work, we all owe David our sincere thanks.

Although the joke about filling David’s shoes has already been
used (He wears 9 ½ B. I wear 13 EEE), I will do my best to keep
the classmates in touch with each other. After serving as David’s
understudy for about half an hour at the end of the reunion, I am
absorbing his years of experience as quickly as possible, but I can
use your help, contributions, and suggestions. This isn’t my
newsletter, it is our newsletter, and the more people that are
involved with it, the better it will be. So send in those cards and
e-mails. I look forward to retaining or establishing contact with
all of you.

IN THIS ISSUE: We have a letter from our Class President,
Dudley Kay (page 2) and his informal description of the agenda
for Homecoming October 29-30. There are some technical changes
to sending information for the newsletter (page 4). The Pile of
cards and e-mails from months past gets cleaned up. We have
some more photos and messages about the Reunion (page 6). You
are invited to send your corrections, additions, and ideas (page
7). And your editor carries on the tradition of newsletter editors
everywhere of pleading with you to send in news and thoughts.

The ’69 Times
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half-Dave Nelson on Bob Lundquist to get off the fence and
deliver his digits to the Class tent piano. The pictures tell the
story: our “Class Music Laureate” still hath charms to soothe
the savage beast within us. How I could go on.

We marked the changing of the guard, letting some officer
stalwarts like David Prentice and Bob Shellard slip away
into private life, comforted that granite-brained Allen
Denison and Steve Larson stepped to the fore. I can’t depart
from my swooning over the success of Reunion without
publicly commending and admiring Paul Tuhus, John
Leavitt, and Rick Willets for their selection of venues and
attention to logistical details. Count yourselves extremely
fortunate to have such experienced and committed volunteers
among our numbers. Rick’s presentation of the Class Survey
as the Ski Lodge dinner was hilarious, insightful, ingenious
(thanks for the PowerPoint graphics, Joan) and a ‘poifect’
capstone to a Reunion to Remember. One of our student
helpers said it best: “Your Class rocks!” Yes, we do. We do
indeed.

Whether your absence from Reunion was legit, bogus, or
something in between, the annual Homecoming weekend
offers a savory taste of what you missed. 69’s are never slaves
to the College agenda: we customize it every year to give it
“Class” with Friday informal dinner at Molly’s, our own
reception after the bonfire, a Saturday morning Class meeting,
tailgate eats with the 70’s on the Heorot lawn, a post-game
discussion group (tentative), and a more formally organized
dinner Saturday night at Jesse’s. Our unofficial Class
headquarters at the Hotel Coolidge adds to the camaraderie.
C’mon and join us!

With Reunion behind us, we turn our attention to the next
Class Project(s). I have to pluralize that because the College

PresidentPresidentPresidentPresidentPresident’s Column’s Column’s Column’s Column’s Column
by Dudley Kay, Class President

Flashes of 35th Reunion bliss continue to pop into the mind’s
eye. For me, what could have been more immediately en-
gaging than the astonishing sight of a hirsute Don Cole cross-
ing the tent threshold and extending a hand on Monday.
Former roomie and frat bro, Don had been an MIA since I

and Pete Schenck (another
MIA) had served as ushers
for Don’s tony Rumson, NJ
wedding soon after gradua-
tion. Now a legal mediator
in Oregon, Don was “back in
town again” for his signifi-
cant other ’s daughter ’s
graduation. We had perhaps
15 minutes to totally catch
up on everything we could,
and then we both regretfully
said our goodbyes with
promises to stay in touch.
Reunions are like that. Con-
trast that to the 2nd day ar-
rival of former N. Fayer
“floor mate” Craig Miller,
who also stuck out his hand
in a warm greeting, and
damn if we didn’t fail to con-
nect again the entire Re-
union. Sucks. Reunions are
like that. For Craig’s benefit
(?), I simply must repeat a

line from my opening remarks on the Baker lawn dinner,
which Craig missed. “As a true-Green, loyal alum, count me
among those who were both shocked and appalled at the
College’s announcement of going coed. I roomed across from
Craig Miller, so I thought we were coed!” Warm greetings
and extended conversations with ex-Jacksonville native Jud
Graves and Gile/Phi Delt partner-in-grime Doug McKenna,
who later blasted fuzzies with a John Beck-organized group
on the tennis courts and afterwards sent me a swell pic of
the smiling, sweaty court-esans who racqueteered their way
to glorious aches and pains. Bill Owen, whose son Rob has
done some local publishing work for me, also graced our
group with Santa Barbara sunniness (man,we had a geo-
graphically diverse turnout!). Absolute delight in the arrival
and fervid participation of first-timers Tom McWhorter and
Curtis Nichols, who with Mike Hermann and Mike Vasey
comprised our “most unlikely to Reunionate” subgroup.
Then there was “I can’t make it this year” Terry Robinson,
whose energy and enthusiasm was deemed essential to Re-
union success. Not only did Terry make the show, he put a

YYYYYes, we es, we es, we es, we es, we can all just get alongall just get alongall just get alongall just get alongall just get along.....
Curtis Nichols, TCurtis Nichols, TCurtis Nichols, TCurtis Nichols, TCurtis Nichols, Tom McWhorterom McWhorterom McWhorterom McWhorterom McWhorter, and Michael, and Michael, and Michael, and Michael, and Michael
Hermann share a group hugHermann share a group hugHermann share a group hugHermann share a group hugHermann share a group hug.....
Check their comments on page 6.Check their comments on page 6.Check their comments on page 6.Check their comments on page 6.Check their comments on page 6.

President Dudley speaksPresident Dudley speaksPresident Dudley speaksPresident Dudley speaksPresident Dudley speaks
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Homecoming -Homecoming -Homecoming -Homecoming -Homecoming -
October 29 & 30October 29 & 30October 29 & 30October 29 & 30October 29 & 30
also by Dudley Kay, Class President

The Homecoming Schedule is a tried-and-true formula for
enjoyment of classmate contact, exploration of the campus,
and a fair number of College-sponsored events and opportu-
nities to do more. From the Class of ’69 perspective, the
agenda is as follows:

Official Lodging - The Hotel Coolidge, White River Junction,
VT. A special low rate is applied to ’69’s who identify them-
selves, in the ballpark of $75/night. For reservations call 800-
622-1124.

We invite all classmates and significant others to join us at
5:00 PM at Molly’s on Main St. (near The Nugget) for drinks
and an early dinner.

From Molly’s we drift down Lebanon Street to queue up for
the parade through town. We line up by classes, so there is
ample opportunity to look for friends in neighboring classes
and chat among ourselves. We “march” down Main St. to
the Green and ignore the speeches that haven’t changed much
in 35 years. The bonfire is still magnificent, the freshmen
who circle it madly still full of gear and stimulants
(assumedly), and the school spirit strong.

We retire to the Hanover Inn for our private reception in one
of the upstairs rooms (101? 102?), where we will probably
relive the glorious reunion and sympathize with those who
could not make it, though we may mock them if their excuses
appear flimsy. At some point we disperse and wonder why
we ordered too much food, even though there is only so much
cheese and melon one might consume at a sitting so soon
after dinner.

Those in the Coolidge may find the owner Dave Briggs there
to welcome us back and regale us with stories and share our
hootch. If he cannot make it Friday night, he leaves
assurances he will join us Saturday. We party on until eyelids
protest the exertion required even to squint.

Breakfast at the Polka Dot or Coolidge or Hanover (Lou’s?),
and we buddy up with whoever arises at a similar time (We
shall try to arrange a breakfast at The Coolidge).

Class meeting 9:30 in Baker-Berry outside the Class of 1969
Study Room. Despite breakfast, we bring doughnuts and
coffee. With reunion just knocked down, we probably con-
centrate on discussion of The Class Project, for which we have

seems intent on tying the various class projects into the
broader scheme of Alumni Giving. This initiative holds
pluses and minuses. To fully explore the possibilities we have
added Bob Sturges to the officer ranks as Class Project Co-
ordinator and Jeff Bloomberg as a VP overseeing Alumni
Giving. We’ve been somewhat divided in the past over these
activities, the Class officers not having felt that beating the
drums for the annual Campaigns for Dartmouth are the pri-
mary goal of your leadership. Yet we love Class projects be-
cause they put us in control of our gifts, foster broad Class
participation through very modest contributions (a part of
annual dues), and make us think creatively as One, despite
our individual differences. Now the College seeks to put
Projects into five categories, spell out specific choices, and
“encourage” us to choose from among them. Well, that’s my
“For Dummies” read on it. Do we have to adhere to the
guidelines? If we want to donate a green Hummer to the
fencing team, would we be rejected? If we are steered into
planter boxes for the sorority houses, must we acquiesce?
We don’t know, but we have always been willing and able to
push our own envelope through persistence, machinations,
and subterfuge. We’ll gather the facts and present them at
the Class Meeting, newsletter, and website. Bob Sturges is
urged to enlist a subcommittee and Jeff is urged to commu-
nicate regularly to the Class masses. Somehow we’ll tie this
all together.

So much to say, such little space (and a damn deadline –
Allen drums his cyber-fingers awaiting this missive). Please
stay in touch with us on these matters and your own per-
sonal fortunes and setbacks. Allen Denison and Steve
Larson are your raison d’etre. Keep ‘em stoked. Love you
guys.

Dudley

Sing us a songSing us a songSing us a songSing us a songSing us a song...............
John Leavitt (half), pianoman Bob Lundquist, DanJohn Leavitt (half), pianoman Bob Lundquist, DanJohn Leavitt (half), pianoman Bob Lundquist, DanJohn Leavitt (half), pianoman Bob Lundquist, DanJohn Leavitt (half), pianoman Bob Lundquist, Dan
PPPPPapp, Steve Adams, John Meyers, Rapp, Steve Adams, John Meyers, Rapp, Steve Adams, John Meyers, Rapp, Steve Adams, John Meyers, Rapp, Steve Adams, John Meyers, Roy Hitchings,oy Hitchings,oy Hitchings,oy Hitchings,oy Hitchings,
and Kase Kasemeyer (back) sing well into the nightand Kase Kasemeyer (back) sing well into the nightand Kase Kasemeyer (back) sing well into the nightand Kase Kasemeyer (back) sing well into the nightand Kase Kasemeyer (back) sing well into the night



a nice stash already put away as a start or a finish, depend-
ing where we go with ideas. Now that Bob Sturges has
stepped up to coordinate possibilities and predilections, we
do have a structure taking shape.

Following the Class meeting, we drift to the Heorot House
lawn, where a tent awaits us for a grand tailgate affair with
the Classes of 1970 and 1971. We eat too much. Some of us
drink too much. Most head off to the football game (many of
us buy tickets on the spot), though others prefer to peel off to
shop or explore on their own.

This year we probably have a strong leader in Dr. Jim Staros
(Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, SUNY-Stony Brook)
to lead a post game discussion on a hot topic. If so, we will
meet at The Hovey Grill on the second floor in Thayer Din-
ing Hall.

Somehow we rest, regroup, and meet at Jesse’s, a nice restau-
rant (on Route 10A towards W. Leb) at 7:00. It’s a great time.
Even so, we retire to the Coolidge for stories, reflections, and
jokes. We go as late as we can stand.

Sunday morning it’s catch-as catch can for breakfast, a whirl-
wind shopping trip, or a final tour of the campus. We depart
again renewed in love and awe of The College...and marvel
that many have never or only rarely returned.

Dudley

TTTTTechnical changes toechnical changes toechnical changes toechnical changes toechnical changes to
The ’69 TimesThe ’69 TimesThe ’69 TimesThe ’69 TimesThe ’69 Times
For years, the Newsletter has been produced using Quark on
a Macintosh. Now, it is Pagemaker in Windows. So the new
look is not a conscientious effort at redesign as much as it is
an attempt to copy David Prentice’s old design as closely as
possible without the use of his graphics and type styles. All
you graphic designers out there may see this as the begin-
nings of a plea. You are right. We can actually produce any
format that we want, subject to some rules and an eight page
length. I have looked at other class newsletters and I was sur-
prised that they come in all kinds of layouts.

As you may remember, David lives about 110 miles NW of
Ottawa, although we can’t be sure since Canada uses metric
measurements. His remote location presented some techni-
cal challenges. For years, he downloaded files through his
cell phone. No, I don’t know how, but he was obviously years
ahead of the rest of us. Large files could be a problem, so
David discouraged too much in the way of photos or graph-
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ics. I live in the remote but bustling metropolis of Portland,
Oregon, and I have a cable connection, so if you have pic-
tures, feel free to send them. From a newsletter editor’s stand-
point, more pictures mean less copy to produce, and don’t
you really look at the pictures first?

E-MAIL is probably the most reliable and easiest way to con-
tact me since I can cut and paste your news. I’m at
allendenison@comcast.net until Comcast/AT&T/@home gets
bought again. The address will be on the front of each issue.

MAIL Green cards or letters are OK, but I have to retype
everything and if I can’t read your writing, I’ll have to make
up stories about you. Also, I tend to make typoz.

TELEPHONE You can call, and if you reach me directly, I’ll
try to transcribe your news as accurately as possible. If we go
through messages on the machine and notes from my family,
I can’t guarantee accuracy. Remember playing “Telephone”
as a kid?

VISIT You are welcomed to visit us in Portland. Call ahead
to let us know.

There may be some crossover of news. You may see items
repeated in Steve Larson’s column in the Dartmouth Alumni
Magazine or on the class’s Listserv discussions. This is not a
news competition. All three resources address somewhat
different groups, so if you see an item repeated, you can
smugly say, “I knew that already,” and consider yourself
well-informed.

David (on the right) finds a new editorDavid (on the right) finds a new editorDavid (on the right) finds a new editorDavid (on the right) finds a new editorDavid (on the right) finds a new editor.....
See that big smile?See that big smile?See that big smile?See that big smile?See that big smile?
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The PileThe PileThe PileThe PileThe Pile
Actually, the Pile isn’t too big at this point. I received a few
green cards (The Alumni Office calls them TAM cards, Take-
A-Minute cards) and David forwarded a few leftover e-mails
from last January. Hey! He got busy, OK? Considering the
number of times they have been transcribed, forwarded, and
edited to take out all those little carat thingies and correct the
returns, I am hoping that they are more or less intact and
attributed to the original writers, whom I thank very much.
If there are any errors, send me your news again and we’ll
get it right the next issue.

Rick Saunders checked in last Jan. 28:

David,
A few notes from Dixie watching the primaries in NH
and thinking of Dartmouth and seeing everyone
dressed for really cold weather. I don’t know if I can
make it to the 35th reunion, but will try. The mid-week
timing is a problem.

My son, Carter, graduated from Northwestern last year
is in Germany on a Fulbright. Our perceptive admis-
sions office did not see fit to offer him a position as a
2003, although he ranked in the top of his class in a local
private school and did reasonably well in the SATs. A
bad move for many reasons. On the bright side, my
daughter, Jean Saunders, D-99 got married over Christ-
mas and is a second year law student @ (University of
South) Carolina...
Regards, Rick

And this from Rich Frazier , Jan. 7,

Dave:
Thanks for many years of dedicated journalism. While I
haven’t been able to read every word, there are thou-
sands of your words that I have read. I suspect that
there is a silent majority of our classmates that read but
do not take the time to write (ok, I’m one). John
Frondorf had the initiative to gather a couple of us
together for a night of fellowship and entertainment;
with any luck and his urging, it may become an annual
event. John is correct - I have three Dartmouth daugh-
ters - Melissa ’00, Amy - ’02, and Sarah ’06. They have
enjoyed the place, and I have enjoyed watching them.
Many things have changed, some for the better, some
not; but the campus has retained that special feeling and
the attitude that “there is something happening here.”
It’s the intangible that the green in us feels, but that we
can’t quite express in words.

Thanks again for years of tireless work.

And this from a Jan. 21 e-mail from Jonas Johnson:

David, I have not been a good alum. since I left
Dartmouth in 1968 I have maintained a predominately
forward looking mantra. never-the-less I do receive and
read the 69 Times. the most recent has caused me to
respond.

I reside in Pittsburgh with my spouse of 35 years, Janis.
we have 3 sons (all grown) and 3 grandsons. I continue
to work for the University of Pittsburgh where I am a
professor in the department of Otolaryngology. clini-
cally I am a surgeon with subspecialty interest in cancer
and obstructive sleep apnea. I have spent the majority of
the past 35 years with family and nurturing my aca-
demic career. greetings to many long lost friends... and
thanks.

More recently, we have some green cards from the last issue
of The ’69 Times.

Anthony Campagna wrote:

Wonderful time at the reunion. Each visit deepens my
appreciation of the College, and what it offers to
students

William E. Ferguson, Ph.D. wrote:

Well, I’m entertaining my 9th year of early retirement/
disability from the field of psychology. I suffer from
post-Lymes syndrome with neurological complications
and more recently have been troubled with heart
disease and diabetes. I enjoy life though, especially my
family. A 27 year old son Scott lives in Baltimore. A
fourteen year-old, Ian, is at home and shares the love of
cars I have and especially love for our restored 1951
Chevy. My wife, Ruthanne teaches nursery school and
is an excellent domestic engineer. (Hey, where can I get
more of the personalized Dartmouth notepads?)

Does anybody know the answer to that?

One more from Howard W. Robertson:

My new book of poems, Ode to certain interstates and
Other Poems, was recently published by Clear Cut Press.
It is available over the internet from Powell’s Books.
Also, I won the Robinson Jeffers Prize and read my
poems at Tor House in Carmel last May.

The Pile is now down to zero, so send in more news or cor-
rections. If we missed somebody in the handoff, just write
again.



union” is much more than a chance to reminisce with
old friends. That’s great, of course, but what was
equally great was the chance to connect with new
friends and to share this place that’s so deeply etched
into my being with what amounts to an extended
family. Thanks to everyone for coming and sharing.

And, in particular, I too thank Paul, David, Dudley, and
everyone else who did such a fine job of organizing that
event. It was fun!

Cheers to all!

Mike

Curtis Nichols wrote:

I want to report my personal experience at Reunion. I
experienced cordiality and friendship everywhere, from
everyone. Thank you President Dud for encouraging
me to attend and helping me overcome my reservations.
I particularly enjoyed the visit to Dimitri’s Forge
(thanks Dimitri.)

I understand now how “we are Dartmouth.” Although I
think it was personally unavoidable, I regret not enjoy-
ing the comraderie of our class in years past. I certainly
look forward to future years of contact.

I am honored by the trust (forgetting perhaps that I was
the only candidate) in election to assistant webmaster. I
believe that I can contribute positively to development
of our web site to become a place we enjoy visiting to
catch up with our friendships. It may take a little while
but I’ve begun work to make a site with considerably
more dynamic
content (and to
make it a site
where dynamic
content is easy to
manage and
update by a group
of us.) I am excited
to be working with
Peter—who most
probably don’t
appreciate how
much time his
efforts on our
behalf have taken
(Thanks Peter.)

Lastly, I want to
thank my lunch
and dinner table
mates for the
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RRRRReunion Reunion Reunion Reunion Reunion Rehashehashehashehashehash
The Reunion was a blast. It was great to meet our old friends,
but even better to talk with people that we really didn’t know
years ago. Now that we have aged, mellowed, and led more
interesting lives, it was wonderful to see everyone again for
the first time, and I encourage you to try it. Our next reunion
is the 40th, but there is Homecoming every year (see page 3),
and if you haven’t met alums in your area, check them out.
Perhaps even more timely, if you know any ’70s or ’71s, whose
next reunions will come up sooner than ours, tell them we
had a ball, and encourage them to go to theirs.

We had something like 80
classmates there (yeah, it
was midweek), along with
various spouses and chil-
dren, but that means that
some 800 of you weren’t
there, so here are more pic-
tures. It was great, but Hey!
I don’t have to write this
stuff. There were lots of
kudos and thanks on the
Listserv and e-mails. Here
are some excerpts and
some photos from the class
website.

Mike Vasey sums it up:

... I was really happy that
I got the chance to do so
much of the reunion.

What a blast! It was great to meet and talk to so many
new faces, many familiar names, and a really excellent
group of folks and their families. The settings were
outstanding - lunch at the Ledyard Canoe Club, the first
reception in front of Baker Library, the dinner out at the
DOC house by Occum Pond, and of course the Dimitri
forge experience (which I missed! But, I did manage to
see Dimitri the next day and had a wonderful visit with
him and Mary) and the new ski lodge structure. I also
really appreciated the Dan Papp moderated panel.
More on that at some other point - time to let the glow
continue. And how about Suzanna’s radiant smile as the
Injunaires (sic?) sang away in the DOC? I could go on
but....

Truthfully, as wonderful as all the conversations were, it
was also really difficult to only be able to talk to a few
people at a time. There was too much to be missed.

Here’s my take away reflection: I learned that a “re-
Dmitri GerakDmitri GerakDmitri GerakDmitri GerakDmitri Gerakaris at workaris at workaris at workaris at workaris at work

Bamboo GandyBamboo GandyBamboo GandyBamboo GandyBamboo Gandy
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stimulating conversa-
tions—too many to
mention (that is, my
brain will not reliably
list them all), but
those here will want
to know that they
included Tom the
Pontificator, Peter
Elias—best friend of
a best friend, and Bill
Howell—community
organizer
extrodinaire. I regret
crossing paths with
Mike Vasey too late
to dine with (maybe
next time, Mike.) I
also regret not
having met Dave
Prentice earlier. He

was as enjoyable to talk with as his newsletters were to
read. I’m sure all will miss him as much as I do now
that he has handed the reigns of the newsletter on to a
new driver (Thanks Dave.)

Curtis

Tom McWhorter responded:

For once I wholeheartedly agree with Curtis’ post. But
now that we are all so cordial, who will I fight with?
Probably Michael will oblige.

Michael Hermann obliges:

The Lovefest continues! Thanks to all for a great re-
union! The only abrasiveness I observed was my rear
tire rubbing against my bike frame after our 22 mile
loop to Thetford Tuesday morning with a lovely ’05
(senior) guide (Sally S.). Thanks to the 69er who held
the wheel straight whilst I corrected the alignment at
the DOC...

Let’s all do this again soon and seduce a couple of
additional old friends back for the 40th.

Mike in the (forever) Independent Republic of Vermont

For those who don’t read the Listserv regularly, it should be
pointed out that Curtis, Tom, Mike, and Mike are frequent
and frequently contentious contributors.  It was a Lovefest,
and we are a great group.  Some returned to Dartmouth for
the first time in 35 years.  It’s never too late.

Suggestion BoSuggestion BoSuggestion BoSuggestion BoSuggestion Boxxxxx
I recently checked out the newsletters from some other
classes, and they all look different, and it occurred to me,
“Wo! We can do anything we want!” Now is your big
chance to participate.

• Design - Same design, or close to it? Anybody want to
send a design in Pagemaker for Windows? I’m open to
suggestions.

• A new name, or is The ‘69 Times OK?

• Add classmates’ addresses or e-mail addresses to
messages from The Pile?

• Larger type size - Are the eyes fading? Do you want to
hold the page farther away?

• More news from Dartmouth, or do you get enough
from the Dartmouth Alumni Magazine, Dartmouth Life,
and Speaking of Dartmouth e-mails?

• More pictures? You’ll need to send some.

• Any corrections to typos, misinformation, etc.?

• Complete this sentence: “If I were doing the
newsletter, I’d_________”

Coming soon...Coming soon...Coming soon...Coming soon...Coming soon...
That’s it for the time being. Now that I have figured out how
to put this stuff together the next issue won’t take as long. So
send in your green cards and e-mail. I’ll see you at Home-
coming, and I’ll take notes.

In your next newsletter, for those who missed the reunion:
results of the class survey, Dartmouth trivia questions,
Dartmouth trivia answers (correct or not), news from the re-
constituted Pile, results from the Suggestion Box, handy tips
for ways to contact your classmates, possibly more reunion
photos, or more photos of your own.

Remember, the newsletter is what you make it. The staff of
The ‘69 Times (moi) can compile and organize the news, but
we can’t make it up. So send in your news, thoughts, opin-
ions, photographs, and editorial advice and we’ll keep the
class glued.

“Granite-brained?”

Rick WRick WRick WRick WRick Willets wearing lunchillets wearing lunchillets wearing lunchillets wearing lunchillets wearing lunch



Dartmouth 2004Dartmouth 2004Dartmouth 2004Dartmouth 2004Dartmouth 2004
Football ScheduleFootball ScheduleFootball ScheduleFootball ScheduleFootball Schedule
9/18 at Colgate
9/25 New Hampshire
10/2 at Pennsylvania
10/9 Yale
10/16 Holy Cross
10/23 at Columbia
10/30 Harvard
 (Dartmouth Night Weekend)
11/6 Cornell
11/13 Brown
11/20 Princeton

Dartmouth 2004Dartmouth 2004Dartmouth 2004Dartmouth 2004Dartmouth 2004
Football ScheduleFootball ScheduleFootball ScheduleFootball ScheduleFootball Schedule
9/17 Colgate
9/24 at New Hampshire
10/1 Pennsylvania
10/8 at Yale
10/15 at Holy Cross
10/22 Columbia
 (Dartmouth Night Weekend)
10/29 at Harvard
11/5 Cornell
11/12 at Brown
11/19 Princeton

The ’69 TimesThe ’69 TimesThe ’69 TimesThe ’69 TimesThe ’69 Times, the W, the W, the W, the W, the Web, Dartmouth, Photos, and Other Stuff:eb, Dartmouth, Photos, and Other Stuff:eb, Dartmouth, Photos, and Other Stuff:eb, Dartmouth, Photos, and Other Stuff:eb, Dartmouth, Photos, and Other Stuff:
Editor: Allen T. Denison, 2030 S. W. Vista Ave., Portland OR 97201-2457, (503) 227-4449, <<allendenison@comcast.net>>

Register for your official DartColl permanent e-mail address! <<http://alumni.dartmouth.edu/services/index.html>>

Address Changes: send to the alumni office, not to me! Call (888) 228-6068 or <<alumni.records@dartmouth.edu>>

Class of ’69 Web Page: <<http://www.dartmouth.org/classes/69/>>

Join he Class of ’69 Mailing List: E-mail <<listserv@listserv.dartmouth.edu>> with the message (in the body of the e-

mail): sub class-69 Your Name. Use two names for “Your Name.”

Submissions for the Web Page: Photos, stories, nostalgia, whatever: E-mail Webmaster Peter Elias at

<<pheski@gwi.net>> and tell him what you have.


